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THE CADET OF TILDOR 
Challenge the Odds

ABOUT THE CADET OF TILDOR:

CADET is  a young adult fantasy novel about 
sixteen-year-old Renee who struggles  to keep up 
with her male classmates  at Tildor’s elite military 
academy while facing a friend’s forbidden magic 
and her mentor’s shadowy past.  The novel is 
filled with ethical and moral dilemmas that, while 
happening in a fantasy context, mirror today’s 
social, cultural and legal debates.

THE NUMBERS:
Page Count Estimate: 	 	 350 
ATOS Readability Score: 	 5.1
AR points:	 	 	 14
Release Dates:	 	 	 1/10/13
ISBN:	 	 	 9780803736818	
ASIN:	 	 	 B007HUD5QC

HELLO TEACHER!

Congratulations  on winning THE CADET OF TILDOR 
vocabulary cards  for your classroom.  All the words  on the 
cards appear in both, CADET and at least one past SAT exam.  
The context sentences for each word come from the novel.

These are not traditional “flashcards”. I created these cards 
with  classwork not individual study in mind.  To this  end, the 
words and definitions appear on separate, color coded, cards.  

IDEAS ON USE OF LAMINATED CARDS:

Partner Search: Pass  the cards  out to the class, upside down.  
On “Go!” signal, students  turn over the card and find the 
owner of the partner card (match word card to definition). The 
first pair to find each other, wins.  This  encourages  higher level 
thinking and communication, as well as  vocabulary 
development.

Group Match Game: Give a small group of students  the 
stack of cards, both word and definition.  The group must 
spread match the word and definition card.  This  works  best on 
the floor or a large table - the idea is  for students  to physically 
move the cards  around, engaging more learning pathways.  For 
more challenge consider:

• adding a time limit
• racing against another group
• providing an odd number of cards  - so some word or 

definition will NOT have a partner 

Reading Recall and Comprehension:  If you are using 
CADET as  classroom reading, use the context sentences  as 
prompts.  “Who can guess  / remember / deduct where in the 
story this sentence comes from?”

IDEAS ON USE OF SCRATCH CARDS:

Scratch Cards have vocab words  hidden under the scratch foil. 
They work well as  prizes in above activities.  The words are the 
same as on the laminated cards.  When all cards  are distributed, 
chose a definition and the holder of  right card is the winner.

About:

Alex is a YA fantasy author, a 
Tamora Pierce addict, a horse 
rider, and paramedic.  The latter 
two tend to hand in hand a bit 
more often than one would like.  
Alex started writing at 2 am.

More Resources for Reachers:
Alex is eager to engage with teachers and students.  It’s 
her hope that CADET finds itself  into classrooms.  The 
“For Teachers” section on her website will be filling with 
teacher and curriculum guides throughout the summer 
of  2012.  Check it out.  This is also the perfect time to 
request specific types of  materials - just email Alex.  If  
you are interested in Skype, online forum, or in person 
author visits, again please email Alex.   
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